COMPACT SET IN UNIFORM SPACE AND
FUNCTIONS SPACES*>

BY
HlSAHARU U M E G A K I

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some compactness problems in
uniform space and in a space of continuous functions whose domain and
range are both uniform spaces. It is known that a uniform structure in
uniform space may be represented by a family of pseudo-metrics. Using this
we shall prove a convex linear topological space can be imbedded into a direct
product of normed spaces (§ 1). We shall next prove a compactness theorem
of the Kolmogoroff-Tulajkov type in uniform space (§2). We introduce
furthermore some topologies into the space of continuous functions and prove
a compactness theorem of the Ascoli-Arzela type, and as an application we
shall prove similar theorem for character group of topological group.
§ 1. On the uniform structure. Let £ be a uniform space defined by the
uniform structure {J/«]«εα.
After A.Weil, for each Va we shall define
pseudo-metric da such that:
d* (p, q) > 0, d* (p, p) = 0, d* {p, q) S dec (p, r) + d« (r, q)
and p = q<—> d« (p, q) = 0 for all αe-St.
We define a structure by W«ι = {{p, q)\ d« (p, q) < z] then {W**}», e > 0 is
equivalent to •{!/«]. We can replace the triangle'condition of {d»} by the
s
following: for each αε ^ί, there exists βΛ = βeW such that d* {p, q)^dβ{p, r)
+ dβ (r, q).
The same consideration can be applied for linear topological space (1. t. s.).
Let L be a 1. t. s. defined by the neighbourhood (nbd.) system {£/«}<«»
of the origin θ* D. H. Hyers [i] has proved that there exists a family of
pseudo-norms {| |β} satisfying the following conditions:
(a) for every xeL and α<f2l, |AΓ|* > 0.
(b) for every real λ, xeL and αe% |Xx|« = |λ| \x\Λ.
(c) for every αeSί, there exists βa = βe% such that \χ+y\*^
\x\β+ \y\β
for all x,
*) Received April 3, 1950.
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(d) x = e*—» \χ\Λ = 0 for all
Then the topology of L is equivalent to the topology denned by
cqnvex if and only if
(c') for every αεSl, \x+y\a ^ |ΛΓ|O» + \yUREMAKK. We can introduce another equivalent family of the norms satisfying the conditions (a), (c'), (d) and the following: if \n -> 0 or II χn \\a ~> 0,
then 1 11 \nχ ιu -* 0 or ιι \χn llβ -* 0 for all OL6%. By fhis norm, L is convex if
and only if L satisfies (b).
Moreover, for a topological algebra A, we can introduce a family of pseu
do-norms I |<* satisfying the conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) and the following:
for any αe5ί there exists βe% such that \ χ y \a ^ I x [β - \y \β.
After these preparations we shall prove the following theorem:
THEOREM l . l
A convex /• t* s* can be imbedded into the closed linear manifold of the direct product of norme d linear spaces*
PROOF. Let N<* = TΛΓ 11 x II<* = 0}, then N* is a closed linear subspace of
L, for each &€%> Since, if y e x + IV*, then II x IU = \\y \\<x, the quotient spaces
L» = L — Na are linear and normed by the norm \\ χa \\ = II x II <* for χa ΊΞΞ x -{Net- Then the natural mapping from L onto LΛ is hemomorphic and isometric.
Let D L Λ be the direct product of L*, &€%, and TJ be a set of
all the elements of L,* such that x' = {^α,} with χΛ = x + JV«, ΛΓ^L The
topology of 11L* is defined by [x'[ = II χa \\ , OL€% where x'eΠLoc, x' *= x*
Then Π LΛ is a !• t. s. and ΊJ is a closed linear manifold of Π L * which is
topologically isomorphic with L, by the natural mapping.
From the proof we can easily see the following corollary; when we remind
that Na is a closed ideal in our case:
COROLLARY. A topological algebra A, satisfying the conditions (a), (b), (c'j,
(d) and the condition (e): I xy \a ^*\ x\# \y \*, can be imbedded into the closed
subalgebra of the direct product of normed algebras*
§ 2 A compactness theorem in the uniform space.
In this section we
prove a theorem of the Kolmogoroffc-Tulajkov type in uniform space, (proved
by in the case of B-space P. Phillips [2]). We shall now introduce the concept of boundedness and complete continuity into the uniform space. It is
called that a subset S of a uniform space jB is precompact if the completion
jF is compact (N. Bourbaki [3]).
DEFINITION 1. A subset S of E is said to be bounded if, for any α<f9t
there exists a constant Ada > 0 such that dec (S) < M<*, where da (S) is the least
upper bound of da {p, q) for p, qe S*
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This definition of boundedness is coincident in L t. s. with that of Banach
and J. von Neumann. It is clear that any uniform space is uniformly homeomorph with bounded uniform space, and any precompact set is bounded.
DEFINITION 2. A transformation from E into JE' is said to be completely
continuous if it transforms every bounded set of E into a precompact set of
Έ! ( c c, t. = completely f continuous transformation).
We suppose that Π = {τt\ has the Moore-Smith property with respect to the
order " ^ ", and for every πeX\ there corresponds a c. c. t. T* from E into
£ . Then it is easily seen that the uniform limit of T* is also c. c. t. Moreover the sequence ;Tτr] satisfies the following conditions.
(1) Titp convergs to p for every peE,
(2) for every α<f9l and every e > 0, there exist HLε^Π, βas = βeW and δ*ε
> 0 such that
dβ {p> q) < δαsε -> da (Tup, Ύ%q) < e for all π ^

τtm

THEOREM 2. A set S in E is precompact if and only ij
(1°) S is bounded,
(2°) {T-Λp} converges uniformly to p in SPROOF. Suppose that S is precompact. For any <xe% and any e > 0> there
exist βe% and δ ε > 0 such that dβ {p, q) < δ ε implies da (p, q) < €/3 and
da (TTT p) < e/3 for all n ^ πβ* Since S is precompact, there exist ^β. e S, i = 1,
2,..., n, such that $ d Uf=1 Vβs* (aβi) that is, for any peS there exists aβi such that
dβ (aβi, p) < δ 8 . By the condition (2), there is 7toeU such that dβ(aβi, T*aβι) < δ ε
for all 7t > τrQ and for all βi.
Hence, da (T«aβi, T«p) < e/3 and da (aβi, Tic aβι)
< e/3 for all π > τr0, τtβ.
Thus da (ρ9 TΛ p) g ^ (p, ^ β ΐ ) + da (aβi, T* aβi) +
da (TTT ^ , T« p)< e for all ^ ^ τrc, τtβ and p e J .
Thus (2°) holds.
Conversely, suppose that the set S satisfies the conditions (1°) and (2°).
Then, for any αe$l and any e > 0 there exists nΛ<=X\ such that da (p, T«#p) < e/3
for all peS.
Since T*Λ (S) is precompact, there exist aaieS> i = 1,-2, . . . , »,
such that T7r α .(J)c: U t i ^ ( T ^ β 4 that is, for any ^e'J there is an aa{ such
t h a t JOJ (T*et.p> Titaaat) < e/3.

Consequently,

da (aait p) ^ da (aai} Ί\aaa^

-f da {Tttocaa^ Tit^p) -t da(TitΛp> p) < 6*

Thus the set S is precompact, and then the theorem is proved.
§ 3. Topology of the family of continuous transformations. We shall
generalize the Ascoli-Arzela theorem. Let X be a topological space (particularly,
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when we consider the uniformity in X, we introduce a family of the pseudometric -ίrfσjs), 2nd Y be a uniform space with topology defined by {dajn, and
further be a family of all the continuous transformations from X into Y. We
define the uniform topology in C as follows: for any subset M of X, pΛM(f, g)
= sup.vεΛi dec (f(x), g (x)). (1 + d* (/(*")> g {*)))- Denote the uniform topology in
C by τw, τκ-oΐ rs according as M is a finite set, a compact set or the whole
space X respectively, and say weak, compact or strong topologies, respectively.
It is clear lhat τs ;> τκ> τw, where τ1 ;> τ 2 denote that τL is stronger than τ 2 .
The topology τA in C is admissible, if f(x) is continuous on (/, x) in the product topology of τA and X. If X is compact, τs = τκ = τA. If Xis discrete,
r
κ = τw
Arens [4] and Myers [5] have proved that if X is locally compact,
TK -+ TA- While Arens has proved that always τ4 ;> τκ. We will now define
the equi-contίΓiUity in C and prove the compactness theorem of Ascoli-Ariela
type in C*
DEFINITION 3.

The set S in C is said to be equi-continuous if, for any
ae%} and any e > 0 there exist σeΣ and δ > 0 such that da (x, x') < δ implies
dΛ (f(x), f(x')) < e for all feS.
The set S is said to be equi-continuous (K)
if, for any α^^ί, any e > 0 and any compact set KczX, there exsit σeX and
8 > 0 such that X) χf e K and d* (ΛΓ, xf) < 8 imply d* (f[x), f(x')) < e for all
feS*
The set S is said to be equi-continuous (p) if, for any σ.e%, any e > 0
and any χoeX there exists a nbd. V (xo) of χ 0 such that xeV (xo) implies
Λ (/(ΛΓO), /(ΛΓ)) < f for all / ^ J .
THEOREM 3. (1) if C is equi-continuous (p), then the topologies rw and τκ
ore equivalent and both admissible* (2) If Xis precompact and C is equi-continuousy
then the topologies τw, τκ and rs are equivalent and all admissible*
PROOF (I). It is sufficient to see that τw is admissible, since the weak topology which is admissible is compact open (this is clear by Arens [4], Theorem 2).
For any e > 0, any χoeX and any foeC, let V (f0) denote the nbd, of / in the
τ^-topolcgy as the set of all / eC such that d* (/O(ΛΓO),/(ΛΓO)) < e/2. Since C is
equi-ccntinuous (p), there exists a ntd. V(xQ) of χ3 in X such that d*(f(x0),
f (*))•< e/2 for all xeV(xo) and feC
Hence, ώ (/<,(*<>), f{x))<e
for all
xeV(xo) and all feV(fo)- Thus/(χ) = (f, x) is continuous in τw x X.
(2). From (1) it is sufficient to see that τw and τs are equivalent. Since C
is cQui-ccntjnucus, for any oce^l and any e > 0 there exist σ-eΣ and δ > 0 such
that dσ {x,y) < S implies d« (fix), f(y)) < e/3 for all feC.
Since X is precemp ct, there are finite points χ1} ..., *•„ such that for any xeX dσ(xi} x)
< δ holds for some ^ .
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da (/(x), g (x)) £ da (f(x), /(*<)) + da (f{*i), g (Xi))
+ da(g(Xi),
g(x))<e
Thus, daM(f g) < e/3 implies da (f, g) < e where M = {xu
proves the theorem.

, **}•

REMARK. From Theorem 3 and Arens [4] it follows that if Y is the (0, 1)interval and C is equi-continuous(^), then X is locally compact.
THEOREM

4. // /λ<? ^/ S in C is precompact on TS, then S is equi-continuow

(P).
PROOF. From the assumption, for any αe"5ί and e > 0 there exist f[t . ..,
fneS such that for any feS da (/, fι) < e/3 holds for some f{. Since f{ (i = 1,
2, . .., ») are continuous, for any χoeX there exists a nbd. V(x0) of χ 0
satisfying d« (Λ (Λ-O), (ΛΓ)) < e/3, i = 1, 2, . . . , » . Hence we have Λ (/*(.vo)~, /ίx))
^ ^ (/ (xo), Λ (x o)).. + Λ (/< (^o), fi (x)) + Λ (/< W, / W) < e for all ^ 7 (χ0),
that is, C is equi-continαous (p), which is the required.
From this proof it follows
COROLLARY 4.1. (1) When X is compact or its uniform structure is uniqu% if
a set S in C is pre compact on τs, then S is equi-continuous* (2) (Arens) If a set
S in C is pre compact in τκ, then the set S is equi-continuous {k)

Let us prove the converse of the preceding theorem.
we write S (x) = if{x)
\feS].

For a set S in C,

THEOREM 5. (1) If a set S in C is equicontinuous (p) and S (x) is pre compact
for all xeX then S is pre compact on τκ.
(2) A set S in C is pre compact on τκ
if and only if the set S is equi-continuous (k) and S (x) is pre compact for all
xeX:

It is sufficient to prove (1) cnly, sir.ce (5) follows from (J) and
Corollary 4. • If the set is not precompact on τκ> there exists a compact
set K i n Z , en index occr9ΐ, a constant No > 0 and a sequence -f/,-) a S such that
p*κ(fi, fj)> No(i ψj)
Consequentely, there exists a sequence {χij}czK
such that da (f (xij), fj (xij)) > No (i ψj)
Since K is compact, there exists a
r
cluster point χoeK of Λrί; ),
For any e > 0 there exists a nbd. V{xo) of
such that da (fix), f(x&)) < e/3 for all xeV (xo) and for all feS- Since for
Xo
all xeX ίfi(x)} is precompact, there exist fni, fl2, . . ., fnm in S such that for
any /,-, dα (fi (xo), fnk (xo)) < e/6 holds for some fnh. There exist /, j such that
d* (fi (xo), fj(xi)) ^ d* (fi (xo), fΛh (xo)) + Λ (fnk (xo), fj (xo)) < e/3. Hence,
Λ (fi ( 4 fi ( ^ ) ) ^ Λ ( M fi (Xo)) + dα (fi (Xo),fj (Xo)) + d* (fi (Xo), fj (Xij)) < 6.
PROOF.
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This is a contradiction.
K. (!) The Theorem 3 and 5 can be applied to the central group in
R..GcderoeJ&'e se©se [6]
That is, it is a necessery and sufficient condition
for a locally compact group G being a central group that the left and right
uniform structures in G are coincide (or equϊvalently, the group of all inner
automorphisms of G is equi-continuos (p)) and for each element of G the
conjugate class is always precompact. (2) If X is countable compact, then a
set S in C is precompact in τ s if and only if S is equi-continuous(^) and
S{x) is pteccmpact for all xeXWhen Y is compact, we write C = X* for τκ.
If X is compact, then X
X* is locally cemp&et i£ and only if locally equi-continuous. We can prove
similar theorem for tibe ami gjroup of discrete group.
THEOREM 6. If X is discrete, then X* is compact*
PROOF. Stece X* fe'CQtii ccmtfnitons (p) and Y is compact, X* is piecompact by Theorem 5. Consequently, if we show that X* is complete, then.
X* is compact. For any Cauchy directed set {f} in X*, {fv(x)} is also in
Y for each xeX* Since Y is complete, {/„ (χ)> converges to /Qfx) on eachx^X*.
Thus X* is complete.

On the completeness, more generally, when I is a topological
space and y is a complete uniform space, then τs is complete, consequently τκ
and τw are also.
REMARK.

THOREM 7* If X it compact, then X can be imbedded in a compact subset of
X**.

In this case the ran$β Y is real space or (0, lyintervcί,

and[X** =(X**)

Bor any xeX* we put f(χ) = ux(f)
Since X is compact and X*
is admissible, »Λ (/) is continuous on X*, that is uxeX** We . consider the
correspondence χ<—*u% between X and X** and denote it by T* For any dietinct points χτ and χ2 ^ ^ there exists feC such that / ( Λ Ί ) Φ/(x 2 ). Hence
T is one-to-one correspondence. We shall now show the continuity cf T- Let
K* be any compact set cf X*.
Frcm the Theorem 5, K* is equi-continucus.
r
Hence, foτ any xoeX and any 6 >0, there exists a nbd* V(x0) of χ 0 such
that \f(xά~f(x)\ <e for χeF(xg) and feK*. that is, [ ^ . ( / ^ ^ f / ) ' < ^
whence T is continuous. Since X is cempact, it is bicontiπuous. Thus X
is homeomorphic A^ith a compact set T [x) of X**
We can state above theorem in the following generalized form. L e t / be
a transformation from X to Y. For this / we define a rei^ticn [ x l r £ x 2 j
PEOOF.
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= [ / ( * Ί ) =/(λ-2)] in X and denote quotient space Xf{ = XR) of X.with respect
to the relation R (c. f. Bourbaki [3]). Then canonical mapping T from X onto
Xf is continuous. Hence, if X is compact, X** is also. If feX*, then for any
distinct points χιt x2eXf, f(xi) ^/{x*)- Thus we have the following Corollary:
COROLLARY 6.. l

If X is compact and Y is a topological space, then for any

feX*, Xf can be imbedded on a compact subset in X*
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